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This as a recommendation letter for Ms Shubhra Chaturvedi, an Artist and Photographer who has
showcased her work at Indipix Gallery.
IndiPix Gallery was set up to create a niche showcase space for photographers who have a passion for the
medium and would like to share their work. Photographers with a ‘name’ are showcased/represented
anywhere but serious ‘not yet a name’ talent is often ignored by mainline galleries.
Shubhra’s first show at Indipix Gallery was a group photography show, Chandratal Blues: The Himalayas
from Macro to Micro, a Photography Exhibition by participants of Photosensitive’s Photo-Trek Safari to
Chandratal the ‘Moon Lake’ in September 2009.
Shubhra showed her body of work to me. Being a painter with abstraction as her emerging style, I
guided her on the kind of imagery that she should try in her everyday explorations with her camera so
that the two mediums could compliment each other. What resulted out of that effort was a collection of
abstract art photography.
This collection was showcased at the gallery in April 2010 a solo show called Nirantar. The same collection
was also previously exhibited at the India Habitat Center along with her paintings in March 2010.
In September 2010, she again showcased her work as part of a group show — Spiti Rendezvous: Multiple
Reflections, a Photography Exhibition by participants of Photosensitive’s Photo-Trek Safari 2010 to Spiti.
Shubhra’s work has evolved over the years. To watch Shubhra forging ahead in her artistic journey has
always been a source of great delight to me personally. Every time she shows me a new body of work,
there is an evolvement of technique style and concepts. What has been interesting for me, is that I was a
distant ‘witness’ to the internal journey of the artist. And this is what I have enjoyed the most.
At Indipix we give a chance to those who are serious and who have a potential in them. I feel that
Shubhra’s work has great promise and that she should keep at it.
I wish Shubhra all the best in her efforts and her journey as an artist.
Sincerely
for IndiPix Gallery

Sanjay Nanda

